In this paper MV-algebras, the algebras of èukasiewicz in®nite-valued logics, are interpreted in a structure of bets, and a subjective interpretation of ®nitely additive measures on MV-algebras is given. Ó
Introduction
MV-algebras were introduced by Chang [3] as the algebraic counterpart of èukasiewicz logic [13] . They are an extension of boolean algebras just as èukasiewicz logic is an extension of classical logic: boolean algebras coincide with idempotent MV-algebras.
èukasiewicz logic and MV-algebras have been often used to deal with uncertain information. For example, in [4, 11] , a correspondence between MValgebras and Ulam games is established, and Ulam games are easily translated in terms of error-correcting codes (see also [1, 12] ).
In this paper we shall use MV-algebra operations to describe multiple bets. Two players, A and B, agree on a ®nite set S of elementary events. A subset X S will be called an event. They also ®x an integer k b 0. Player A buys from Player B (the bank) a sequence of events u X 1 Y F F F Y X n (that we will call multiple bet), for a price, say su$, ®xed by Player B. Then an elementary event x P S is extracted and Player B pays 1$ to Player A for each distinct X i among X 1 Y F F F Y X n containing x. Further, we suppose that Player B cannot give to Player A more then k$. By a suitable normalization we can suppose that the maximum winning is 1$ and that Player A wins hak$ if x is belongs to h many distinct elements of fX 1 Y F F F Y X n g.
In general, dierent sequences of events can be considered equivalent whenever they lead to the same winnings for Player A.
In the following sections formal de®nitions of multiple bets and of space of events will be given, together with an equivalence relation enabling us to identify bets. The same equivalence will also be given in an algorithmic way, by means of a rewriting system (for an overview of rewriting systems see [6] ). The resulting structure of multiple bets will be shown to be an MV-algebra, isomorphic to the boolean power of the MV-chain of k elements.
In Section 6 is described how the relation between prices and multiple bets is connected to the notion of state ( [11] ), i.e., ®nitely additive measure on MV-algebras.
Basic notions: MV-algebras
An MV-algebra is a structure A AY ÈY XY 0Y 1 satisfying the following equations:
As proved by Chang, boolean algebras coincide with MV-algebras satisfying the additional equation x È x x (idempotency). Each MV-algebra contains as a subalgebra the two-element boolean algebra f0Y 1g. The set BA of all idempotent elements of an MV-algebra A is the largest boolean algebra contained in A and is called the boolean skeleton of A.
In any MV-algebra one de®nes the operation as follows:
The monoids AY ÈY 0 and AY Y 1 are isomorphic via the map
Further any MV-algebra A is equipped with the order relation x T y if and only if Xx È y 1X
Then A becomes a distributive lattice, and
x y inffxY yg XXx y yY x y supfxY yg XXx XyX
For each k 1Y 2Y F F F Y we are interested in the following ®nite linearly ordered MV-algebra (also called MV-chain):
equipped with the operations
Let L be a ®nite MV-chain. For any set S we denote by L S the set of all functions d X S 3 L and we call L-subsets of S the elements of L S . L S inherits from L the structure of an MV-algebra: operations are obtained by pointwise application of the above operations and are called èukasiewicz union, intersection and complement. Identifying subsets of S with their characteristic functions, the powerset 2 S of S then coincides with the boolean skeleton of L S . In the sequel, the cardinality of a set T will be denoted by cardT .
Identifying bets
Let B BY Y Y 0Y 1 be a boolean algebra. We will denote by B the free semigroup on the domain B of B. In other words, B is the set of words X 1 Á Á Á X n with X i P B, equipped with the operation of juxtaposition, such that, if is the neutral element with respect to the juxtaposition, B Ã B fg is the free monoid over B. In the sequel we shall not make distinctions between B and B.
For any boolean algebra B and for any n-tupla u X 1 Á Á Á X n P B , let us denote by B u the (®nite) boolean subalgebra of B generated by X 1 Y F F F Y X n . The set of atoms of B u will be denoted by atB u .
Let k b 0 be a natural number. For every u X 1 Á Á Á X n P B and X P B the quantity
is called the frequency (up to k) of X in u. Note that it is an element of the MValgebra è k1 .
The relation " k is a pre-order, i.e., a re¯exive and transitive relation.
are kEequivlent, and we write
It is easy to see that the relation T k given by
is freely generated over f, then k is a congruence in the semigroup B
. We can then consider the operation È in B a induced by the operation in B as follows:
Further let us denote by 0 the element 0 k 0 kÀ1 Á Á Á 0. The resulting structure B a Y ÈY 0 is a monoid. We shall denote by 1 the element 1 k , where 1 is the unit element of f.
Proof. We will prove (ii). Proofs of the other conditions are similar.
We must compare the words u XY and v X Y X Y . If k 1Y 2 then the result trivially holds. Suppose that k b 2. For every Z P atB uv possible cases are:
Proposition 3.4 suggests a rewriting system that enables us to choose in an eective way a particular element as the representative of an equivalence class. De®nition 3.5. A word on f can be transformed into another element of B applying the following rewriting rules:
This rule system is terminting, i.e., after a ®nite number of applications of rules to a word w over f it is not possible to apply other rules. The expression resulting from such derivtion is called norml form of w and will be denoted by N w. Proof. We give here only a sketch of the proof. Using the above notations, we have to prove that our rule system is lolly onfluent, i.e, if two expressions w 1 and w 2 are deducible from the expression w, then w 1 and w 2 have the same normal form. Since the system is terminating, this property assures the uniqueness of the normal form (See [6] ). We will prove that if w 1 and w 2 are dierent words deducible from w, then a ®nite number of application of rules to w 1 and w 2 yields to the same word (i.e., there is w H such that w 1 3 Ã w H and w 2 3
Ã w H where 3 Ã is the transitive closure of 3). · If w 1 and w 2 are obtained from w applying rules to two dierent disjoint subwords of w, then applying the rules again in the opposite order, we obtain the same word w H and then the same normal form. · Otherwise, suppose that w 1 and w 2 are obtained from w using respectively rules h and k (where hY k P faY bY cY dg), applied to the same sub-word X n Y m of w. Then surely fhY kg T faY bg and applying h and k, respectively to w 2 and w 1 , we obtain the same word w H . In symbols: An immediate consequence is that every word over f is equivalent to its normal form. We will refer to an element a X
Lemma 3.9. por ny u P B a k , the identity v Xu holds if nd only if for every
Within the above algebraic context, we can formalize multiple bets described in Section 1. To this purpose let us ®x a ®nite set (space of events) and let
Then an element of 2 S a k will be called multiple et. If Player A buys from Player B the multiple bet a u X 1 Á Á Á X n paying sa, the winning given by elementary event x P S is the frequency c k xY u of x in u. The total gain is given by the dierence c k xY u À sa.
The relation " k over 2 S is such that X 1 Á Á Á X n " k Y 1 Á Á Á Y m if and only if for every x P SY minfkY cardfi j x P X i gg T minfkY cardfj j x P Y j ggX
We say that a multiple bet X 1 Á Á Á X n is smaller than Y 1 Á Á Á Y m provided that, whenever the elementary event x happens, the winning resulting from the ®rst is less than the winning resulting from the second. Consequently, two multiple bets are equivalent if they led to the same winning.
A normal form for an element of 2 S has the form X m 1 1 Á Á Á X mn n with X i S and it represents a multiple bet such that if an elementary event x P S happens then Player A wins m i if x P X i , for a suitable i, otherwise he wins 0. The complement of a multiple bet a is the least bet b such that if a player plays on a and b then the sum of the winnings is exactly 1.
More generally, for any boolean algebra BY Y Y XY 0Y 1, the structure B k B a k Y ÈY X Y 0Y 1 will be called the lger of kEets. We will denote by B k B a k the underlying set of B k . The boolean algebra B BY Y Y XY 0Y 1 can be easily embedded in such a structure by considering the function From Lemmas 3.1(i) and 3.9 it follows that if u v w then for every
In the next section, using boolean powers, we will demonstrate that B k is an MV-algebra.
Boolean powers
Let us recall the de®nition of boolean power of an MV-algebra (see also [2, 8] and references therein): De®nition 4.1. Let f be a boolean algebra and e a ®nite MV-algebra. The oolen power AB ABY ÈY XY 0Y 1 is de®ned in the following way:
Xf x f Xx
and where 0 is the characteristic function of f0g and 1 is the characteristic function of f1g, i.e.,
The boolean power of an MV-algebra is an MV-algebra. Further, if the boolean algebra is supposed to be complete then it is possible to de®ne boolean powers for in®nite MV-algebras.
Using the following theorem we will show that every algebra B k of k-bets is an MV-algebra and that every boolean power of the form L k1 B where L k1 f0Y 1akY F F F Y k À 1akY 1g, can be interpreted as an algebra of k-bets. Theorem 4.2. he lger of kEets B k is isomorphi to the wElger L k1 BY ÈY XY 0Y 1. hus, in prtiulr, B k is n wElger.
Proof. We will construct an isomorphism
starting from a homomorphism of semigroups G X B 3 L k1 B. For every u P B we de®ne the function w u P L k1 B such that for every r P L k1 :
n is in normal form, then w u becomes
In the interpretation of multiple bets, w u r is the set of elementary events for which Player e wins r.
sine different toms of B u re lwys disjoint.
purther,
sndeed, if uY v P B then for every r P L k1 ,
sf i nd j re integer numers suh tht i È j r, nd X P atB u nd
gonversely, let e n tom in B uv , suh tht c k ZY uv r. hen (y vemm 3.1(iv)), there exist X P atB u Y Y P atB v suh tht X Y Z. fy setting i cX Y u nd j cY Y v we hve
w u È w v r fZ P atB uv j c k ZY uv rg w uv rX sn order to show tht q is surjetive, let f X L k1 3 B e n element of the oolen power L k1 B. hen the element
stisfies the identity f w u Gu. 
vet e n tom of B uv suh tht c k ZY u r. hen there exists X P atB u suh tht Z T X nd c k X Y u r. By (3)
ieEvers ssume tht for every tom of B uv we hve
his proves tht u G v.
Fact 4. he mp F X w P B a k 3 Gw P L k1 B is n isomorphism of wE lgers.
sndeed, sine k nd G oinide, it follows tht p is n isomorphism of semigroups. e hve F 0 G0 k w 0 k , where
ine B 0 k f0Y 1g then w 0 k is the hrteristi funtion of H. vet us denote Xw y z. e then hve F Xw F z Gz w z X fy vemms 3.9, for every r P L k1 B we get w z r fX P atB z j cX Y z rg fX P atB w j cX Y w Xrg w w XrX Ã From De®nition 3.10 it follows that the operation is the èukasiewicz conjunction in the MV-algebra B k . From (2) we have
for every X P atB uv .
Subjective states
De Finetti [5] used the idea of fir etting system as a foundation for the theory of probability (see also [10] ). A betting system is a set of events and rates ®xed by the bank. A player bet over events and win in accordance with rates. The betting system is said to be unfair if, no matter which event occurs, the player always wins or always looses. If the distribution of rates satis®es the probability rules, then there does not exist any set of bets for which the player or the bank always wins (Dutch book theorem), and the game is fair.
In [12] the author de®nes ®nitely additive measures for MV-algebras, called sttes. Since MV-algebras are a generalization of boolean algebras, this kind of measure turns out to be an extension of classical probability.
Conditional states have been de®ned in [7] and their analogies with conditional probabilities have been examined in [9] .
In this section we will analyze how multiple bets with limited winning furnish a subjective approach to the notion of state in an MV-algebra.
As in [12] , by a stte of an MV-algebra e we mean a function s X A 3 0Y 1 satisfying the following conditions:
(i) s0 0Y (ii) s1 1Y (iii) sa sb sa È b whenever aY b P A and a b 0. Note that a state over an MV-algebra e that happens to be a boolean algebra, is a ®nitely additive probability measure on e.
Let us consider the MV-algebra of k-bets over the ®nite boolean algebra 2 S , De®nition 5.2. A favorable (resp., unfavorable) huth ook for a subjective MV-quotation s, is a set of multiple bets (that is, a subset of B k ) such that for every x P S wPT sw À c k xY w`0 respXY b 0X
In other words, a favorable (resp., unfavorable) Dutch book for a quotation s is a set of bets such that whatever elementary events x in occurs, Player A wins more (resp., less) than he has paid.
A subjective quotation for which it is not possible to construct a Dutch book, will be called a oherent quottion. 
Conclusions
The game of multiple bets represents a new interpretation of MV-algebra operations. Actually, monoidal structure of multiple game bets is isomorphic to Ulam game monoidal structure, but multiple bets game allows an intuitive interpretation of order relation in terms of winnings. It gives also a clear context in which properties of a probability of uncertain events can be explained. A next step will be the investigation of a subjective conditional uncertain probability and of an algebraic structure of conditioned MV-events.
